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new polish center
Gallery of regional costumes

he Polish Center is grateful to
Krystyna Slowikowska Farley, of
New Britain Connecticut, for the
donation of her personal collection of
Polish costumes. Visitors to the museum
can now see the display of thirty-two
costumes on the third floor of the Polish
Center.
For a country of modest size, traditional
regional dress of Poland is remarkably rich
in number and variety of designs, as well
as use of color and pattern. The origin of
the styles with which we are familiar today
can be traced primarily to the second half
of the 1800s, with just a few which can be
traced to the end of the eighteenth or the
mid-twentieth centuries.
With the abolishment of serfdom,
traditional attire grew more expressive and
began to stabilize during the second half
of the 19th c. The vivid colors we are
now accustomed to seeing appeared with
the introduction of synthetic dyes during
the first quarter of the twentieth century.
Provinces with an early tradition of industrialization and influence from other central
European cultures, tended to employ more
factory produced materials. Until recently,
textiles were made primarily of wool
or linen and tended to be woven by hand
rather than be store-bought. For women, no
outfit was complete without an accessory.
Beaded necklaces of amber and/or coral
were preferred. The Mazowsze Folk Song
and Dance Company (first performance
1950) was established to help preserve
Polish Folk traditions. Unexpectedly, this
theatrical company influenced the modification of some costumes in the countryside
with the addition of bright sequins and
decorative tapes, whose only original
purpose was to accentuate the clothing on stage. After World War II, the wearing
of traditional clothing began disappearing
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rapidly, with the exception of only a few
regions.
The costumes in this collection are
just a few examples of countless regional
varieties. Historically, Poland has always
been a nation of extraordinary cultural
diversity and this is evident in the bountiful
nature of its regional dress. History, geography, climate, local economic conditions,
as well as social status played a significant
role in shaping fashions of the countryside.
Furthermore, 125 years of political partition by the Austrian, German, and Russian
Empires–erasing Poland from the map of
Europe–impacted the material and cultural
development of the people.
Like so many of her generation in
Poland, one event eclipsed all others
in Krystyna (Stachowicz) Slowikowska
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Farley’s life. Krystyna was born in 1925
in the village of Orlopol, Krzemieniec
Poland. Her journey to America began with
a brutal act of ethnic cleansing of Poles and
Jews in her home town of Orlopol, Poland
(now Ukraine) on February 10, 1940. The
Stachowicz family, Krystyna, her mother
and father and four siblings were deported
to a Soviet slave labor camp in the Ural
Mountains in the north of Russia. Packed
into a single freight car with 60 other
people, the family managed to survive
to reach its destination 30 days later. Her
mother did not survive the harsh realities
of brutal exile while one of her sisters went
missing, never to be found.
Siberian exile ended for the Stachowicz family when Nazi Germany invaded
the Soviet Union. Krystyna made her way
to Teheran (Iran) across the Caspian Sea
picking cotton in Uzbekistan, along with
many other Polish refugees looking to
eventually join the Polish II Corps in the
Middle East. She joined the army at age 17
and made her way to Palestine and Egypt
before being transferred to Italy, where she
worked as a nurse’s aide during the Battle
of Monte Cassino. At the end of the war,
Krystyna reunited in England with what
remained of her family.
While in England, she organized
recitals, theatrical presentations and dances
in the Polish community. She continued
promoting Polish cultural events after
arriving in America in 1955. Working as
a dental hygienist and raising five children
did not deter her from expressing her
passion and deep devotion to her heritage.
She is a co-founder of the Polish Cultural
Club of Greater Hartford and an esteemed
member of the community. In addition,
Krystyna assisted in organizing the
Ms. Senior Connecticut Pageant for a
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number of years. In 2001, she was selected 1st Runner
Up and in 2016 she was awarded the title of Ms. Senior
Connecticut.
Krystyna is an energetic woman with a warm heart and
a personality that is larger-than-life. Her husband, Ed Farley, who
admits to being an honorary Pole, has been a vital source of
support for many years. They live in New Britain, Connecticut.
In 2016, Krystyna and her husband were invited by the Polish
Government to participate in the 72nd Celebration of the Victory
at Monte Cassino. She refers to this invitation as a defining
moment in her life.
Krystyna’s ever present thoughts of past persecution
and struggle for survival have made her a determined advocate
of her cherished heritage. She was not to return for a visit to
Poland until 1980 and never to the village of her birth.
The Polish Center considers itself fortunate to be the recipient of Krystyna Farley’s impressive collection. On entering
the gallery, vistors are met with an enthusiastic burst of vivid colors. The absence of obstructions strengthen their initial introduction to
the collection. Faceless mannequins on raised platforms and paucity of written labels, draw visitors into an enchanting canvas of color,
shape and history.
S. Radosz

Polish senator visits polish center

A

nna Maria Anders, Senator and Minister in the Republic of Poland visited the Polish Center
in Chicopee Tuesday October 25, 2016. The Senator was invited to the Museum in order to
provide her with an opportunity to become acquainted with the local business and financial
environment of our region and to introduce her to the accomplishments and mission of the Polish
Center. In a later e-mail message to the Executive Director, Ms. Anders commented that it was a wonderful visit, that she was extremely impressed with our Polish Center and that she was delighted to meet so
many interesting people. She also indicated that she believed that the Director’s suggestion to promote
the museum and educational center in Poland through a series of lectures was a great idea and that she
would be pleased to get back to him after giving the matter some thought. Mayors Richard
Kos of Chicopee and Alex Morse of Holyoke, along with State Representative Jose Tosado of Springfield,
representatives from the Polish Credit Union and NUVO Bank, as well as local business people and members of the Polish Center Board
of Directors had an opportunity to meet with and speak informally with the Senator at the Center. Mr . Christopher Ball, Director of
the Quinnipiac Central European Institute, spoke with the Senator about cooperation between the Polish government and the Institute.
Senator Anders is Secretary of State in the government of Poland’s Prime Minister Beata Szydlo. She represents the 59th district near the border of Belarus, which includes Lomza, perhaps the second largest region of Poland from
which many Poles immigrated to the United States. She is the daughter of General Wladyslaw Anders, an especially revered World War II Commander, who after being captured by Soviet forces and tortured in the Lubyanka prison formed
the legendary Second Corps that captured Monte Casino in 1944. At present Sen. Anders often represents Poland
abroad encouraging foreign investments in Poland and promoting a favorable image of Poland around the world.
S. Radosz

“this is the best field trip i have ever been on!”

N

ot long ago, 89 Polish scouts and their counselors from the New Britain area visited the Polish Center of Discovery and
Learning. Ron Lech and Stas Radosz divided the group into two and introduced them to the mission and collections of the
museum. It was the above comment of one of the counselors that impressed them profoundly and prompted them to share a
few of many sentiments expressed by visitors before they leave.
Visitors to the Polish Center come from all over the United States as well as from abroad. Whether they are from Wisconsin
or Australia, their comments are always favorable and most often enthusiastically complimentary. Many are surprised to see that the
Polish Center is not a social association but a genuine museum. They are truly amazed to see the scope and wealth of the exhibits.
“A true gem. Beautiful!”
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“Wyjątkowe miejsce. Wspaniała prezentacja, cudowne muzeum.”
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“I will be back”
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have you hearD of
the famous ghost ship the F. Missler?

or years people have been searching the internet asking if anyone knew where they could find information
on this famous ship. Actually, the ship did not exist, but
its picture can be found on a cloth wallet that we received. It
was the symbol for the company, which was established in 1881.
F. Missler was a company in Germany which had offices
in Hungary. It had agents that went into villages to recruit people
to come to the United States in the late 1800s and early 1900s.
Inside the wallet there would be a steamship ticket and other necessary information to help our ancestors make their journey to their
new life. When they reached Bremen, Germany, they would be
housed in a dormitory owned by the company until their ship sailed.
The F. Missler, later known as the F. Missler and Komp,
was one of the most important emigration companies operating in the old Austro-Hungarian Empire. It is estimated that by
1913 it helped between 60,000 and 80,000 people to leave the Empire
for a better life. Many of them are ancestors who came to work in the mills of Western Massachusetts and Northern Connecticut.
Ron Lech
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western Mass polka dj’s
receive polish center awards

he Polish Center of Discovery honored six Western Massachusetts Polka Disc Jockey’s at its 11th Annual Krakus Festival November 7, 2016 at the Castle of Knights in Chicopee, Massachusetts. In previous years, the Festival acknowledged the
leadership, excellence, and contributions of social advocates, educators, individuals in safety, health, government, and law enforcement to the betterment of their communities. This year’s Community Service Award was presented to Billy Belina (Polka Jammer Network), Helen Szubzda Curtin (WMUA 91.1 FM), John Dyl (WARE 1250 AM), Mitch Kupiec (WTCC 90.7 FM), Mitch Moskal (Polka Jammer Network) and Todd Zaganiacz (Polka Jammer Network & WHMP
1600 AM/96.9 FM) for outstanding contributions to elevating Polish music and culture to regional and national audiences.
Yes, the polka may not be of Polish origin, but it was adopted by our ancestors with great enthusiasm, giving it a
characteristic Polish flavor. The awardees faithfully brought Polish and Polish American Polka music into many homes and
promoted Polish culture and heritage to many listeners for decades. Billy Belina produced a popular live polka radio show on station WMUA at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. With the help of the internet, his live Saturday morning show enhanced
the popularity of polka music. Helen Szubzda Curtin, a life-long advocate of Polish music, is known by her enthusiastic public and
for her many achievements, including the celebrated “Polka Celebration on WMUA. John Dyl, host of John Dyl’s Polish
Variety Show”, plays a range of Polish music and conducts a variety of interviews on Sundays from 10 AM to 1PM on WAREAM; Mitch Kupiec has been planning, producing and hosting his own show “The New Polka Show” on WTCC-FM for over 30
years; Mitch Moskal, dedicated 27 years to serving the listening enjoyment of admirers of Polish music and he continues broadcasting from the basement of his home in Holyoke from 6 to 8:30 AM; Todd Zaganiacz is an award-winning polka personality of
“the Polka Carousel Show” who started his own music label (The Music Zone). We thank you all for your many contributions! .
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construction of the polish
country cottage completed

T

here is a spectacular new exhibit on the third floor which visitors to the Polish Center should be certain not to
miss. Since its completion just a few months ago, the Polish country cottage (chata polska) has already brought
back memories to many and even evoked tears in some.
An ambitious project such as this obliges us to provide a story to go with it. We imagine that our cottage was first
erected in the early 1860s. Its architecture is not representative of any particular regional style. However, most of the artifacts, which we acquired in Poland, do come from the vicinity of Białystok in northeastern Poland. PAT TOURS of West
Springfield played a pivotal role in coordinating the difficult task of arranging to have the material packed appropriately
and delivered safely to Chicopee.
We see three generations complete their lives’ journey within the walls of this two-room home—making changes
to the cottage throughout the years, until the last generation leaves for America in 1921. The inhabitants of the cottage
lived in more favorable conditions than most country folk. They were, overall,
self-reliant, producing much of the food and goods they needed for their family
of perhaps seven individuals.
Our reproduction of a Polish cottage is intended to introduce visitors of
all ages to country life in Poland as it once was. We hope that for many the experience will be both educational as well as spiritual.
Any large-scale endeavor meant to inspire and enlighten the public cannot be planned and executed by just one individual. It can only be accomplished
with the talent, guidance and commitment of many. Its founder and executive
director, Staś Radosz, who conceived the concept of the Polish cottage at the
Polish Center of Discovery and Learning eight years ago, is especially pleased
with the final results. The Polish Center wishes to acknowledge the following
sponsors and volunteers who played an instrumental role in bringing the project
to completion.
We are especially grateful to Dr. Zdzisław Głębocki, of the University
of Białystok, who was not only instrumental in preparing the plans for the construction of the cottage, but searched for and collected the greater part of the
village artifacts on exhibit. He was an exceptional guide throughout every step
of the project. His professional interests and expertise are remarkably broad
and lie primarily in the study and teaching of English, social and cultural anthropology, ethnic identity, as well as society and cyberspace. However, it was
Dr. Głębocki’s deep personal interest and love of Polish village culture which
proved to be invaluable to the realization of this very special project.
Much of the structural construction of the cottage, walls and façade,
was built thanks to the generous gift of talent, time and infinite encouragement
by Joan Lupa and her son Wally, of NL Construction (Ludlow). Together with
her late husband Henry, Joan Lupa co-founded not only a successful construction
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company but a celebrated, privately owned zoo dedicated to conservation and education. Especially strong advocates of
support and commitment to community, the Polish Center is a grateful recipient of the Lupa family’s unfaltering generosity and talent throughout the years.
There is no building project at the Polish Center that is not kept under the watchful eye of Wacek Szymczakiewicz. Wacek oversees and manages all of our building’s physical operations and is a member of the Polish Center board
of directors. He was not only responsible for scheduling the many stages in building the cottage but contributed greatly
to nearly every aspect of its construction.
Henry Dziok is a long-time member of our board
whose countless contributions to the construction of galleries and exhibits can be seen throughout the Polish Center.
Henry passed his dedication to his heritage as well as his
talents and interest in the Polish Center to his talented son
Tom, who has participated in many construction projects in
the building, including the building of the cottage ceilings
and beams. Throughout the years, Tom has offered the Polish Center a number of exhibit pieces, including the spinning
wheel in the cottage.
Kasmer Kielb, founder of Advance Welding of
Springfield, MA and dedicated long-time friend and supporter of the Polish Center of Discovery and Learning, made
a number of metal pieces, such as the outside cottage door handle, frame for the stove, as well as other items which we
were unable to acquire in Poland. He also supplied us with the attractive clavos on the exterior of the entry door. This is
the same talented artisan who designed and made the chandelier in the entrance of the Polish Center.
Nancy Dzielenski generously purchased a number of items for the cottage, which we were unable to acquire in
Poland. She and her husband, Edward, toured antique shops with the executive director in New Hampshire and Massachusetts searching for appropriate additions to the cottage interior.
Much of the electrical wiring in the cottage had to be redirected to fit the new walls and ceilings of the cottage. We are grateful
for this gift of labor and talent to Stanisław Zahara.
We are fortunate to have friends such as David Fortier of Fortier Painting, Inc. (East Longmeadow) who provided the much needed
paint and labor needed to complete our cottage project. If fact, much
of the paint and wall paper (including labor) throughout the Polish
Center was provided by Mr. Fortier.
Board members Edward Dzielenski and Greg Bernat (of Bernat’s Polish Deli, Chicopee) as well as Jon Kozikowski (of Bron Classic Firearms, Sturbridge), Jim Kules and Eric Basile all generously
provided valuable time, needed materials, and labor.
The Polish Center is the product of devotion, hard work, love and appreciation
for heritage and history.
It offers gallery and special exhibit sponsorship opportunities based on exposure level
and budget. Polish cottage sponsorship opportunities were available to members and
friends of the Polish Center. Phyllis Uzendowski of Ludlow, MA sponsored the cottage kitchen (referred to as the czarna izba, or dark chamber) in memory of her beloved
husband John before her passing in 2014. A personal narrative of her affection for her
husband is displayed on a wall in the cottage. Mary Gorecki (PAT Tours) is the sponsor
of the adjacent room (biała izba, or white chamber). The façade of the country cottage
was sponsored by The Society of Polish American Culture of Western Massachusetts.
The Polish Center of Discovery and Learning appreciates the support the Society of
Polish American Culture has shown it throughout the years. We regret, however, that
the Society has been dissolved after 40 years of enthusiastic service (1984-2015) to the
Polish American community. We applaud the guiding members of the Society for their
leadership, patronage and dedication. The Society of Polish American Culture of Western
Deb Adamczyk of Warren, MA sets the
Massachusetts’ final gesture was to provide significant funds to the Polish Center for
Polish spinning wheel right and tries
the purchase of display cases, needed equipment, platforms for the costume gallery, and
her hand at spinning wool.
the building of the cottage façade. We invite our visitors to view the Society’s exhibit
in the History of Polish American Organizations Gallery on this floor.
S. Radosz
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